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Towards a novel influenza vaccine
The project RepliXcel, coordinated by the Swiss company Medipol, develops
a novel influenza vaccine that can be produced in far less time than traditional vaccines. RepliXcel shows that FP7 is not reserved for big companies
only.
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Few partners, but the right ones
RepliXcel involves four partners: Medipol
(CH), Institute of Virology and Immuno-

ABOUT THE PROJECT
RepliXcel aims at developing a novel
influenza vaccine whose production will
only take 4 weeks – compared to 14
weeks which the production of traditional vaccines takes. Producing vaccines
faster is particularly important when a
pandemia is impending, because more
vaccine has to be produced on short
notice.
Traditional vaccines are produced by
using cell cultures or eggs. The speed of
this production has its natural limits.
Production of RepliXcel’s vaccine will be
faster because it is completely synthetic.
The goal of the project is to develop the
vaccine far enough to be tested with
human subjects.
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Making investors happy
RepliXcel receives around 2.6 million Euro
from the European Commission. And this is
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